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T. Lobsang Rampa was preordained to be a Tibetan priest, a sign from the stars that could not be

ignored. When he left his wealthy home to enter the monastery, his heart was filled with trepidation,

with only a slight knowledge of the rigorous spiritual training and physical ordeal that awaited him . .

. .This is his story, a hauntingly beautiful and deeply inspiring journey of awakening within Chakpori

Lamasery, the temple of Tibetan medicine. It is a moving tale of passage through the mystic arts of

astral projection, crystal gazing, aura deciphering, meditation, and more, a spiritual guide of

enlightenment and discovery through the opening of the all-powerful, the all-knowing . . .

."Fascinates the reader!" -- Miami Herald
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T. Lobsang RampaÂ linked the East to the West better than any other writer in history. His accounts

of a multitude of spiritual, occult, and psychic phenomenon can be found in such works asÂ The

Third Eye,Â The Hermit,Â Chapters of Life,Â The Rampa Story,Â Feeding the Flame,Â My Visit to

Venus,Â Tibetan Sage, andÂ Twilight.

I first read this book when I was a teenager (fifty years ago now) knowing then that it was probably a

fraud that was written by a Surrey plumber. I must say, that nevertheless, I enjoyed it then.

However, this second time around I was not so enthusiastic about the book. Perhaps it is because I

have now enjoyed an extra fifty years of living and experience, and am more able to see the flaws in

it. Perhaps it is also because of all the typographical mistakes in the text, which I put down to its

translation into an e-book. All-in-all I am glad I only wasted $2.99 on buying this book.

The author is a fake, do some research on Internet.

Except forbthe many typos, this was a very entertaining book. I didn't care if it was fact or fiction as

Oriental religions or beliefs have always fascinated me. I read thevwhole collection on Spanish

paperback many decades ago.

This reproduction is terrible!!! The print is so small that you need a magnifying glass to read it!!!

Unless you have superior( better than 20/20) vision DO NOT order this book!!!

Takes me back to the days of my early twenties when I was entranced with Eastern Philosophy

topics such as this. A good readfor the open-minded. :)

I've learned alot from the Third Eye many years ago. I use to have nighmares around that time. I

just thought it was nightmares and learned to understand the visions. Now I don't have nightmares

anymore. I'm not afraid if I cannot move when I wake up or about to go asleep because I know I'm

eithing going to astral travel or coming back from it. : D

I enjoyed this book. I loved reading about the experiences throughout. I believe we have so much

potential within but Western society rarely acknowledges these abilities. It was nice to read about a

culture so open.



When you study the many Buddhists books out on the market today you can appreciate an

authentic buddhist when you read about one. T. Lobsang Rampa was an authentic buddhist, in fact

it is quiet clear that he was a Buddha. In "The Third Eye" there is a chapter that starts you on the

road to enlightenment, the acutal first step, which the new books that are out today and some of the

older ones do not elucidate on. It is the necessary step to take and command before you can

become fully enlightened. Why is it that this mandatory 'first step' is missing from all the other

books? If you are well acquainted with Buddhism, you will appreciate Dr. Rampa as the greatest

and the most highly trained Buddhist in existence during the 20th Century. Read all 19 of his books

and put all the pieces together with his 'plain english'. The more you know about Buddhism, the

more you will cherish the writings of Dr. Rampa. He is the Buddha of the 20th Century.
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